
A proverb says “The Devil lurks in the Details” and Martial art training is no exception to this rule. 
In this article, we will explore some of the structural elements of the Southern Mantis Form Som 
Bo Jin or Three-Step Arrow Set. Just as Dan Brownʼs DaVinci Code describes vital clues that are 
concealed in plain sight, so too the Three-Step Arrow form contains a very important structural ele-
ment, which for purposes of this article we will call the “triangular displacement wedge” (TDW). 
This apparently obvious and simple component of the form is, in reality, a “vital clue” to the genera-
tion of stability and power throughout this system as well as many others. The TDW is the primary 
“Arrow” in Three-Step Arrow Set and also appears in Wing Chun and practically every Okinawan 
karate style, tying together diverse martial families through their structural foundations.

The TDW recurs throughout the Som Bo Jin form of most systems of Southern Mantis. 
The fi rst instance of the TDW is found when one stands with both 
arms extended at shoulder level and initially parallel, but becomes 
most obvious when both hands touch at the centerline in front of 
the throat, forming a triangle. The base of this triangle connects 
both shoulders and the tips of the fi ngers form its apex. This 
structure allows anyone adopting it to intersect the opponentʼs 
attacking force, channeling it through the three kinetic springs 
of the body (arms, spine, and legs) and redirecting it into the ground. 

The second TDW is formed when the fl at face of the punching 
fi st is positioned at a slight (30°—45°) angle. In other words, 
rather than being held horizontally or vertically, the fi st is 
angled between these two extremes to give it a slightly oblique 
inclination. When the fi st is posed this way, there is less tension 
in the deltoid and trapezius muscles, allowing a more relaxed 
unifi cation of arm and body and integrating the rhomboid, 
teres major, and teres minor muscles around the shoulder 
blade into this structure. When viewed from the front, the 
angle of both fi sts resembles a pitched rooftop and creates 
an abundance of Pao Ging (multidirectional explosive cannon 
power) in both the ulnar and radial apects of the Kiu (bridge arm). 
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While emphasis initially is on the forward deployment of force towards the attacker, force is actu-
ally expressed in the six cardinal directions; it is simply the prerogative of the user to decide which 
direction to emphasize at the moment. A tactical element that is of great advantage is that when con-
tact is made with the opponentʼs attacking arm, this punch position pierces the attackerʼs defenses 
quickly and connects easily with the following vulnerable targets: both sides of the throat (carotid 
and jugular regions); the jugular notch of the sternum; the well of the armpit and ribs on both sides; 
the solar plexus (crushing the entire cartilage peak); and the inguinal nerve in the femoral crease (to 
name only a few).  Inherent in this position is the movement of  “ballistic rotation” of the forearm, 
which generates spiraling force towards the attacker and facilitates the displacement and penetra-
tion needed for combat. 

When applied correctly, the axis of ballistic rotation will be outside of the forearm, so that the 
forearm also acts as an orbiting bone-shield around this axis, protecting the radial artery should this 
motion be used to defend against an edged weapon.

The third TDW is in the preliminary guard, sometimes called Yee Tan Kiu Sao , Gop Shu, or Jet 
Shu. These initial reference points allow the practitioner to set the bodyʼs structure in a position of 
augmented integrity in preparation for an attack so that the elbows manifest Jang Dai Lik (elbow 
sinking power) and the hands are on the centerline in front of the sternum or heart in the most direct 
path between the attacker and the practitioner. 

The fourth TDW is formed by the stance, which is the root and heart of the structural pyramid. 
Regardless of variations in style or emphasis between family-clans, through the placement of the 
feet, the bodyʼs three kinetic springs are linked to a base that is naturally wider than the apex (the 
head and shoulders). The base consists of a designated lead leg, right or left, posed slightly wider 
than the shoulders with the heel of the lead foot and the toe of the rear foot both touching a straight 
baseline that is parallel to the beginning shoulder position. 



Integrated with a suspended cranial position with the eyes looking straight forward and the rolling 
forward of the pelvis to minimize the lordotic curvature of the lumbar spine, this stance completely 
unifi es the skeletal frame with gravityʼs pull. It also forms a triangular structural base in all three 
vectors of force, thus adhering to the principle of Sung (relaxed spring suspension, like the suspen-
sion system of a car) and turning the spine into the structural bow that fi res the arrow of the hands 
and arms towards the attacker.

The Fifth TDW is formed by the arm neither straightening completely (being locked straight) nor 
collapsing. The practitioner should refrain from moving between severely acute or obtuse angles 
of fl exion when punching. The strongest ready position of integrity is 135°, maintaining a balance 
between position extremes that can easily adapt to bridge arm pressure produced by the opponent 
and to other circumstances.

That the TDW recurs throughout the form indicates its fundamental importance. Furthermore, 
because the TDW is replicated throughout the skeletal frame, should one TDW be disrupted or 
compromised by the opponent, its other manifestations serve as back-up, further maintaining the 
strength of the bodyʼs combat frame. Awareness of the TDW allows a practitioner to develop and 
refi ne a principle element of structural integrity that deploys force and power effi ciently.
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